Microsoft MSP Partners
Services Program from CoreView
A unified solution to manage your
customers hybrid environments
(Office 365 and On-Premises)
Streamline your Office 365 managed services by reducing your admin staff
requirements through task automation and customizable workflow. CoreView
provides an advanced management, white-label solution for Office 365 to help
MSP’s drive admin efficiencies and maintain complete oversight for their customers
hybrid environments. Only CoreView provides an all-in-one solution that
incorporates Monitoring, Management, Security Auditing, Administration, Reporting
and Training / Adoption to empower partners with advanced management services
for their customers on-premises and cloud environments.
CoreView is a Microsoft Azure hosted application which serves as a proxy to Office
365, replacing the native Admin Portal. Sitting between the MSP administrator and
Office 365, CoreView leverages Azure AD single sign-on to securely control access
to its product functions. Partners can leverage the RBAC capabilities in CoreView to
delegate tasks to customer helpdesk or on-site IT admin personnel as needed.

Streamline admin tasks with customizable workflow
Complex admin tasks can be performed automatically through the customizable
workflow processes provided by CoreView. These menu-driven functions enable
MSP administrators to finish their day-to-day tasks in minutes instead of hours and
greatly reduce the possibility of human errors due to repetitive tasks.

All-in-One management solution to help MSP’s optimize
management for customer hybrid environments
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Security Auditing

Administration &
Provisioning

Training & Adoption
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Possible Add-on Services
License Management Optimization
Configure license pools with hard quotas
assigned to specific business unites, and
then implement monthly chargeback
accounting and reporting.
Partner branded training and adoption
Partners can rebrand our solution to drive
usage adoption for Office 365 through
targeted marketing campaigns with access to
on-line training videos covering all aspects of
O365, Windows 10 and ProPlus. CoreView
provides over 2,200 “how-to” videos online.
Security compliance auditing services
Simplify the monitoring, reporting and alerts
for security compliance issues to improve
overall security best practices. Configure a
security compliance dashboard that covers
all documented security policies for your
customer.

During calls, ask your customers:
What challenges are you facing with O365
management OR controlling license costs?
Explain how you train your users for new
technologies like Microsoft TEAMS?
How do you perform security compliance
monitoring and auditing?
Do you have automated alert notifications
for security compliance issues?

